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EDITORIAL 
The views expressed by contributors are not necessarily those of the editorial 
team, who reserve the right to edit submissions for reasons of space, content or 
grammar.  Items for publication should bear the name of the author, with address 
and telephone number - although this information will not necessarily be printed 
(we may need to contact the author for clarification or further information.)   

 

The final day for submission of items for the next issue    	–	April 2019   	–		 is 
10th March.  Items for inclusion should be submitted to  
 

Christine Holdsworth, Editor, 21 Main Road, 736179 demdike@tiscali.co.uk 

John Bentham, ‘The Bungalow’, Halton Road 734353 jbj@nkt.myzen.co.uk 

Peter Riley, 3, Channel Head, 734008, is responsible for distribution  

Sue Hodkinson deals with advertising (commercial or “small ads.”); contact via 
 Tel: 734820 or email: sue@ogglet.force9.co.uk 

Remember – this is YOUR magazine 
We welcome your views and contributions 

 

 

 

Cover photo: February snow on Hornby Bank 

Nether Kellet has endured a cold snap at the end of January, beginning of 
February this year. Night time temperatures fell to below -6 oC. The snow and frost 
persisted during the daytime. 
 
The amount of snow was quite thin and apart from the first morning after the 
snowfall when the roads were icy, there has been little or no disruption to 
communication and transport. 
 
It has been uplifting to see blue skies and bright sunlight after a very dull 
December! 
 

Printed by Bay Typesetters, Morecambe 

r.cleet@btinternet.com 
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News from the Village Hall 
Improvements to the hall continue apace. At the time of writing, three doors are 
being replaced inside the hall and the bar areas are going to be painted. Mark 
Uttley is designing and making new electric shutters for the bar. Steve (chairman) 
is currently in the process of applying for planning permission for a new garage, 
which will replace the old sheds to the back of the car park area. This is proving 
time consuming and not as straightforward as envisioned because we are in a 
conservation area.  

In December Liz Simpson passed away. For many years she was a valued 
member of the village hall committee as well as the larger community. She was 
always a friendly face around the table and raised lots of money for the hall over 
the years. She is sadly missed. 

Members of the committee have been approached by villagers wishing to put on a 
New Year’s Eve party 2019. These have taken place in the past and some have 
been very memorable! Unfortunately, they have petered out in the past few years 
and it would be great to start them up again. If anyone has any ideas or wants to 
get involved, they can contact any of the committee members. 

Thinking about the year ahead we want to get cracking with Field Day organising. 
We propose to have a separate group of people involved in the planning and 
running of it on the day. There is already a promising band of people interested 
who are not on the committee as well as some who are. Again, anyone interested 
can contact any of the following: 

Steve Hinde  07957326850 

Sue Hodkinson  07940084930 

Lisa Waddington  07766410244 

Jane Wren  07723303153 

Matt Astley  07794385834 

We have a vacant treasurer’s position and wonder if anyone would be interested. 
It would involve about 4 or 5 hours a month of managing cash flow and balancing 
books and you could be involved in contributing towards your community. Anyone 
interested can ring Steve or Sue. 

The next committee meeting will be on Thursday 21 February, 8pm at The 
Limeburner’s. All are welcome. 

  

Lisa Waddington (Secretary) 
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AUGHTON ROAD BOARDING KENNELS 
	

High Snab Farm, Gressingham, Lancaster, LA2 8LS 
 

‘Individual care and attention for your dog’ 
‘Spacious kennels in rural location’ 

 
Contact Helen on 

 
07766446272 or 015242 21347 

 
Helen.burrow@hotmail.com 

www.aughtonroadkennels.co.uk 
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Nether Kellet Community Primary School 
Our Visit to Back Lane Quarry and Warton Crag 

 

On Wednesday 14th November, Sycamore Class went on an educational visit to 
Back Lane Quarry to learn about rocks. We were taken by mini bus to see the 
dumper truck and the giant wind turbine.  

First, we climbed a small hill to the wind turbine and I realised there were millions 
of ladybirds around the door. It was really loud inside and we looked up the 
turbine which was 77 metres tall. There was a set of metal steps that were used to 
climb up the turbine if it needed fixing and a small screen which explained the 
temperature, how fast the wind was blowing and how much electricity had been 
made.  

After that, we walked to the dumper truck and found out that the tyres were £2000 
each! We went around the back and saw three things: a sensor to see if anyone 
was behind, flashing lights and a camera. Then we climbed inside the dumper 
truck and I honked the horn!  

Honk! Honk! I made everyone jump. Hee hee, that part was funny! There were 
steps that led to the cab and green lights to show the driver if he had his seat belt 
on and an orange warning light. In the cab to my right was a lever to tip the truck 
up and in front of me a speedometer and steering wheel. When I looked up, there 
were loads of switches and buttons! 

After a while, we were taken to the deepest part of the quarry to watch the digger 
fill the dumper truck with rocks and it took eight huge scoops. They used a pump 
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to empty the water out of the quarry or it would have been a lake. The excavator 
had massive claws called teeth which dug out the rocks from the pile and loaded 
the dumper truck which moved slowly as it was very heavy. The trucks came and 
went every five minutes to be filled up, so no time was wasted.  

Next, we walked up a steep hill to the Eagle’s Nest to watch the dumper truck tip 
the rocks down a dropping point called a chute. There was an alarm to make sure 
no one was underneath the chute. As we walked up, the brambles were really 
annoying as we kept getting caught by them. We saw piles of old motorway 
tarmac waiting to be recycled. It looked like another planet from up there with the 
piles of rocks and craters! 

When we reached the control room, we saw inside some of the quarry machines 
on the four squared screens.  We could see the crushers, shakers and the 
conveyor belts taking the rocks to them. The first thing we found out was that if 
metal gets into the crusher it will ‘blow up’, so they have three excellent ways of 
making sure this does not happen. Firstly, they check with their eyes, then by 
using a magnet and metal detectors. A big metal tooth from an excavator fell into 
the massive crusher once and they had to shut it down. 

Next door to the control room we saw a collection with lots of limestone, quartz 
and pretty stones. Dave, our guide, picked up a tin with bitumen in and said they 
used it to make roads. When it was very hot it melted and it was mixed with 
different sized stones to make motorways, roads and driveways. It was a once in 
a life time experience and I loved it! 

At the end of our visit we arrived at the top of a hill to watch a giant blast! We were 
protected by a small wall and we were looking to see where the blast was going to 
be. There was a safety car that went all the way around the quarry twice to make 
sure everyone was in a safe place. Whilst we looking, we saw a man standing 
next to a yellow booth, a bit like a telephone box. He was in control of the 
dynamite which had been placed into holes drilled in the rock face. He was also in 
control of the detonator! As we looked around we saw a lake with very blue water 
and then the place where the blast was to take place.  

After the sirens had sounded, we counted down from 10 but only got to 2 before, 
BOOM! 35,000 tonnes of limestone exploded and dust floated in the air. 

In the afternoon, we went to Warton Crag to look at more rocks. We got off the 
mini buses to go and meet our instructor, Belinda. She was the Nature Reserve 
Warden. She had seen a peregrine falcon with a white mask like a ‘super hero’ at 
the top of the rock face. The teachers had a go with Belinda’s binoculars but I 
could just see the outline of her lovely shape.  

Next we followed Belinda up the steep path which was so narrow we had to walk 
in single file. We kicked through the deep, frosted autumn leaves and about ten 
minutes later we stopped at a limestone pavement for a drink. After that, Belinda 
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got a Mars Bar out of her purple rucksack and she demonstrated how the different 
layers of rocks were transformed over 35 million years. Wow! 

When we reached the top of the crag, we sat down to look at the fantastic views. I 
could see Morecambe’s beautiful shimmering coastline which looked shaped like 
an ‘S’ shape. We could see Ingleborough Mountain which I recognised from its 
very flat top. Up there it was very breezy so we put on our woolly hats and then 
went down the slippery, steep crag.  

When we arrived at the bottom, our parents picked us up. It was a fantastic visit 
and although that night I was very tired, it was definitely worth it! 

By Thomas Kennaugh, Alfie Green, Macy Hayton, Liam Park & Amelie Phillips 

 
 
 

Nether Kellet Preschool and Kids Club 
 

Firstly, we would like to wish everybody a very happy New Year! 
  
We start our term looking very healthy indeed with lots of new enquires for places; 
this is very encouraging and certainly keeping us busy! 
 
Our term is going to be a very busy one, having already celebrated Burns Night at 
the end of January and Chinese New Year at the beginning of February (the Year 
of the Pig). We have enjoyed celebrating these traditions with the children and 
helping them to understand different customs and religions.  
 
Alongside all these lovely celebrations, preschool are looking at the topic ‘keeping 
ourselves healthy’.  We will be talking about healthy foods, exercise and hygiene 
etc. and we are sure that some lovely discussions will come from these topics.  
 
Our role play for the next few weeks will centre on the work of opticians and their 
premises, which will be a great way to learn lots of new things. 
 
Kids Club is thriving and becoming more and more popular. 
 
Places are still available for children aged from 2 years. Please do get in touch 
with Lianne or Kerry by emailing netherkelletkidsclub@gmail.com. 
 
Nether Kellet Preschool and Kids Club 
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Lodges Charity 2019 Charity No 233329 
 

The parish council is in process of reviewing the future of ‘Lodges Charity’. 
Although some villagers will be aware of the existence of this charity, many will 
not, despite the efforts over the years to publicise it.  
 
It is a small but historic charity which has its origins as far back as 1906 and is 
described in an early document as “This interesting charity originally held a three 
acre field called the Nether Kellet Poor Field and derived its income from the rent.” 
In 1906 the trustees of the charity would use the annual rental received from the 
field under its governing instrument, which stated “Supply of Clothes, Linen, 
Bedding, Fuel, Tools, Medical or other aid in sickness, Food or other articles 
in kind, for the benefit of poor persons.”  
 
In 1925 a surveyor was retained who recommended the field be sold at public 
auction at an estimated value of £225 - £250; the field was sold the following year 
and the proceeds invested by the Charity Commission, which subsequently has 
sent quarterly dividends to the trustees.  
 
From then and for many years, the income was distributed to deserving residents 
of the village in the form of credits - originally to be spent at Reddrops (at the time 
a large shop in Lancaster) and then during WW2 the village shop was added. 
Interestingly, this is stated to have come about ‘on account of war prices’ and 
additionally at this time, it was noted in the records that seven soldiers’ wives were 
beneficiaries.  
 
The distribution method adopted for many years after the war was based on those 
of pension age who were born in the village, and was followed until more recent 
years when it became obvious that the original governing instrument was 
outdated. In 2014 the parish council consulted with the Charity Commission to find 
a form of words more applicable to changing times. As a result, the accepted 
change of wording of the governing document became - ‘charity given to 
residents of the parish of Nether Kellet, offering material assistance in times 
of need in the judgement of the trustees and the Nether Kellet Parish 
Council’. 
 
The difficulty the trustees face in administering the charity is that  any payments 
have to meet the terms of the governing document and since its capital 
investment is not great the consequent yield is quite small. The question being 
considered is this: should the trustees seek to find another form of words for the 
governing document to make it more ‘21st century’ and (importantly) which 
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satisfies the Charity Commission, or should they attempt to find another local 
charity with similar aims and then amalgamate with it? 
 
The Parish Council would welcome hearing from anyone who wishes to make any 
comments, either by contacting a councillor direct or attending a parish council 
meeting. 

George Smith 
 
 

Could You Help Improve Road Safety? - Community Road Watch 
Understandably, the safety of our roads is 
a topic regularly raised and discussed at 
Parish Council meetings.  Nether Kellet 
Parish Council was one of the first to 
support the Community Road Watch (or 
‘Speed Watch’) Scheme operated by 
Lancashire Constabulary. 
Road Watch schemes are part of a 
national initiative to involve residents in 
traffic management in their localities and 

consist of the police working together with local communities at sites where 
people are worried about road safety.  The Police suggest that regular Road 
Watch can be a better deterrent than a Speed Indicator Device (SpiD). 
Volunteers are trained by the police and work with local officers to deter and 
detect various driving offences, including: 

• drivers exceeding the speed limit; 
• use of mobile phones;   
• drivers and passengers not wearing seat belts and/or child restraints.  

The team monitors and records driver behaviour so that action can then be taken.  
This might include warning letters or police visits to motorists and ultimately, 
prosecutions. 
Our local scheme is managed by the Carnforth & Upper Lune Valley 
Neighbourhood Policing Team and has been operating for several months.  The 
team includes two volunteers from Nether Kellet who are now so experienced that 
they are set to become team leaders of a planned extended scheme that will take 
in neighbouring Over Kellet, Warton and Carnforth.  Over the coming months 
these town and parish councils will be working with Lancashire Constabulary to 
extend the scheme’s coverage and encourage more volunteers.   
The scheme was not designed to be specific to individual parishes or communities 
and volunteers are expected to operate at other locations.  For example, the 
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Nether Kellet volunteers have conducted six exercises in the last three months; 
four of those were in Nether Kellet, one in Slyne and one in Warton. 
The site of each exercise is determined by the policing team, based on 
requests/reports from communities and on their own knowledge and experience.  
All sites must undergo a detailed risk assessment, which is again led by the 
policing team. 
Volunteers are engaged to perform two main roles: 

• Operating ‘speed guns’ as part of the exercise itself  
• Inputting the data collected by the speed guns into police systems for follow-

up and enforcement purposes.  (Because of the need to operate police 
information systems, volunteers must be prepared to be vetted to security 
level 3) 

Full training on these roles is provided by the police, as are the equipment and 
clothing needed to conduct the exercises.  Apart from travel to training, there are 
no apparent financial costs for a volunteer. 
You Tube reports from elsewhere in the country can be viewed at: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4p6Z4gpyXCI 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=orQmEB-wIco 

Interested in Volunteering? 
Do you have the interest and time to commit to becoming a member of the 
volunteer team?  If you would like to volunteer or discuss this further, please 
contact Bob Bailey, Parish Clerk in the first instance on 07828254149 or by email 
to netherkelletpc@gmail.com  
	

The Rotary Christmas Sleigh 
 

Organisers, Carnforth Rotary Club, would like to thank all those who made 
such generous donations, whilst also noting that the total of fourteen nights out 
could not have been so successful without the towing vehicle being 
supplied  by Norjak of Carnforth, or the tangerines (traditionally handed to 
children) being donated by Speights of Lancaster. 
 
Donations collected on the evening tour of Nether Kellet and Over Kellet 
amounted to more than £600 and the total of the donations over the 14 days of 
collecting in the Carnforth area was more than £8500. 
Proceeds go direct to the larger charities, such as Cancer Care and Air 
Ambulance, as well as to other locally beneficial causes, so please contact the 
Rotary Club Community Chairman, Malcolm Watkins by email 
at  watkins9xa@btinternet.com, with suggestions to assist any local group or 
individual. 
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DO YOU WANT TO MOVE MORE FREELY? 
 
At Versatile Physiotherapy Clinic we specialise in 
treating injuries and optimising your performance. 
• Come to our expert Chartered Physiotherapists 

(no need for a GP referral)  
• Prompt and Effective treatment from friendly, 

highly specialised clinicians  
Call us now on 01524 733033 if you would like to book 
a physiotherapy session. 

For those of you that enjoy physical challenges, 
competitive sports or gentle recreational pursuits 
and are experiencing pain or recurring injury, TPM 
can help. 

The Performance Matrix can identify impairments 
that are restricting you from your daily sporting 
pursuits. 

The clinic also offers a wide range of services including:  

l Pilates with Alex (Chartered Physiotherapist) classes on a 

Monday, Tuesday & Thursday. 

l Yoga on a Wednesday evening. 

l Sports Massage clinic on a Tuesday afternoon/evening. 

Please check out our services at www.versatileclinic.co.uk 

Versatile Physiotherapy Clinic  

Lyne Riggs Estate, Lancaster Road, Carnforth, LA5 9EA  
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Halton	Pharmacy	
	

110	High	Road		Halton		Lancaster	LA2	6PU	
	

Tel:	01524	812149					FAX:	01524	812168	
	

(Incorporating	Post	Office	~	open	Mon	Wed	Fri)	
Customer	car	park	for	easy	access	

 

Open	Monday	to	Friday	9am	to	5.30pm	
	

www.haltonpharmacy.co.uk	
	

Sign	up	for	our	FREE	Prescription	
Collection	/	Delivery	Service	to	your	home	

	

	
	

Ash	Trees	Pharmacy	
	

Market	Street		Carnforth			LA5	9JU	
	

Tel:	01524	727877					FAX:	01524	730421	
	

EXTENDED	OPENING	~	100	HOURS	
Monday	to	Friday	7am	to	11pm	

Saturday	8am	to	6.30pm		Sunday	8am	to	6pm	

www.ashtrees.co.uk	
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IS NOW OPEN 
------------------------------ 

FRESH, LOCAL, HOMEMADE FOOD 
 

Breakfasts, lunches, coffee, cakes  
And Wallings Ice Cream 

 
OPEN - Tuesday to Sunday 

 
EVERYBODY WELCOME 

 
 

Please call in, or text 0779 170 4014  
for a menu, or to place your order,  

and we will have it ready for you to collect! 
 

(We even sell homemade freshly frozen meals to take away when the 
cupboards are bare!) 

 
15 Main Road, Nether Kellet, Carnforth, LA6 1EZ 
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An Extended walk in Limestone Country 
~  Circular Walk - Addington & Over Kellet from Nether Kellet ~  

 
Halton Road, Hill Lane, Dunald Mill Quarry, Dunald Mill Lane, Green Hill 
Lane, Addington,  
Length 6.2 miles (10.0 km) Suggested time ~ three to three and a half hours  
 
Introduction: This provides an interesting and largely traffic free route, albeit that 
2.8 miles are on tarmacked road, which explores the area to the north-west and 
east of the village of Nether Kellet. There are several steepish hills but stopping a 
few times to look around and get your breath back can be advantageous. Other 
than that, there are no obstacles to impede progress, with all stiles and kissing 
gates in good order. Some may find the two ladder stiles a bit of a problem 
however. Most of the roads used are usually light of traffic and as a pedestrian 
there is much to enjoy which a motorist would miss.  

 
Start: Limeburner’s Arms / Village Shop? / St Mark’s Church, Nether Kellet.   
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Take the road south (Halton Road) passing fields on the right.  At the T junction 
turn left into Shaw Lane and then left again into Hill Lane.  This is quite a stiff 
climb but is probably the steepest of any on the route. As you climb, take time to 
enjoy the views over the village to the Bay and the Lakeland Fells beyond.  
Passing Hill Farm on the right, continue to the top and turn left onto a sign-posted 
track. The gateway on the right before you turn left affords splendid views over the 
Lune Valley to the Forest of Bowland and Lancaster. Keep on the track with the 
fence bounding the flooded Dunald Mill Quarry to the right. Look for a gateway on 
the right which has a bolt going into a fence post. Go through the gateway and 
continue on the pathway which descends to reach Longdales Lane where there is 
a metal kissing-gate – (the prominent hill on the horizon straight ahead from the 
path is Gregareth and Green Hill at 628m (2060’) the highest point in Lancashire).  
Distance so far ~ 0.9 miles (1.5 km) ~ 5.3 (8.5km) to go 
 
Turn right and climb the road up to and past the entrances to Dunald Mill Quarry 
on both sides of the road (the western quarry to the right has been moth-balled for 
several years) and take the next turning left into Dunald Mill Lane. The first part of 
the lane is very narrow but most drivers, if any, do take reasonable care. On the 
left-hand side of the road, opposite Dunald Mill Cottage and in a small ravine lies 
the entrance to Dunald Mill Cave. This used to be a popular attraction before the 
last world war when charabanc (coach) parties from Morecambe would venture to 
explore. Regretfully, the stream and cave are on private property so there is now 
no official access. The small stream used to also power a water mill but this has 
long since ceased to operate. The road soon passes the entrance to the gas 
compressor station on the right.  The verges on Dunald Mill Lane are adorned with 
a wide variety of wild flowers at the right time of year and also, in late summer, a 
plentiful supply of blackberries. After a right-hand bend in the road, start to go 
uphill until a footpath with a wooden gate is located on the left (to be truthful the 
best of Dunald Mill Lane lies further on and is not on this route.)    
Distance so far ~ 2.1 miles (3.4 km) ~ 4.1 (6.6km) to go 
 
Go through the gate into what is known as Green Hill Lane, which is enclosed on 
both sides by stone walls. I am given to understand that at one time cars were 
able to use the track. I always find this part of the route to be most enjoyable and 
picturesque, with an attractive limestone escarpment to the left, and towards the 
Addington end, interesting ponds to see with extensive views to the north and 
east.  However, the track is very water-logged in places so be prepared to have 
wet feet.  At the end of the lane is a gate with a wooden step stile by its side giving 
access to Addington Lane. Turn left onto the lane and descend the hill to a T 
junction. Turn right at the junction and carry on for about 500 yards, where just 
past the chicken sheds on your left there is a gap leading to a path which 
descends to a pedestrian gate giving access to a field (incidentally, this is where 
the boundary between Nether Kellet and Over Kellet lies).    
Distance so far ~ 3.3 miles (5.3 km) ~ 2.9 (4.7km) to go 
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You are now in a large open area of pasture and should aim slightly left and 
downhill. You will soon see a wooden stile over a fence. Once over the stile look 
for another (which should also be crossed) and then a further one to the left of a 
gateway by a prominent sycamore tree. Once over this you will notice a stand of 
trees to the left. Head uphill to the summit and at the end of the line of trees will be 
found a narrow pedestrian gate between two upright stones. Once through this 
gate, keep to the hedge on the right until you reach a wooden step stile on the 
right.  Climb this into the next field where you will see a ladder stile, which should 
be mounted.  From here there is a good view of St Cuthbert’s Church on the 
outskirts of Over Kellet.  A large brown farm building to the left is a guide to the 
next ladder stile.  On the other side of this are some awkward rocks but they are 
soon negotiated. Ahead there is a gateway with a wooden step stile to its right 
which leads to a track bordered by hedges on either side.  At the end of the track, 
which is at the junction with Nether Kellet Road and Church Bank and opposite 
Over Kellet Village Hall, carry on past the village hall and bus stop on your right 
and make your way towards the green at Over Kellet.  Before the ‘Eagle’s Head’ 
on the left-hand side of the road and just beyond the old school buildings, which 
are now converted to domestic occupation, there is a set of steps with a useful 
handrail on the left.  
Distance completed ~ 4.3 miles (6.9 km) ~ 1.9 (3.0 km) to go 

 
Mossy limestone in Helks Wood 
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Climb the steps and pass through a metal kissing gate into the next field. Keep to 
the hedge on the right for a short while, then go more or less straight ahead 
keeping a small stone shelter on your left. Ahead is a wooden kissing gate leading 
into another field. The other side of the gateway can get very muddy after  
prolonged wet spells. Keep to the hedgerow on the left and climb steadily uphill 
until a wooden kissing gate by a magnificent ash tree is reached.  Look behind 
you and provided that the air is clear there are extensive views to the north-west 
through to the east.  Pass through the gate and then continue upwards on the 
well-defined path. After a short while this bears left, and with Kit Bill Wood on the 
right descend using the distinctive path (the old path which connected directly with 
Laithbutt’s Lane, Nether Kellet and which went straight on, is now out of bounds 
although there are plans by the quarry operators to provide a viewing point over 
looking both Leapers Wood and Back Lane quarries). The path goes right at the 
bottom of the slope and then proceeds through Kit Bill Wood and then Helks 
Wood. There are some limestone features to see and especially in spring-time a 
wide variety of wild flowers such as Celandines, Wood Anemones, Bluebells and 
my favourite, Wild Garlic. In some years there are also Early Purple Orchids, 
although in recent years they have decreased in numbers but orchids of any, kind 
especially this far north, can be a bit unpredictable. The path soon meets the 
boundary fence of High Roads Quarry but is quite clear and descends by way of 
some solid wooden steps and then some rather uneven stone steps.  At the foot 
of the steps with the carpark and offices of Aggregate Industries on the right, a set 
of wooden steps lies ahead, at the top of which turn right, soon reaching the 
entrance to the quarry offices. 
Distance completed ~ 5.2 miles (8.4 km) ~ 1.0 (1.6km) to go    
 
Cross the entrance using the gates on either side and follow through to another 
gate leading into a wooded area. There is an interesting lime-kiln on the other side 
of the carpark on the right before the gate. Turn right and follow the well-used path 
past a concrete cattle trough on the right and carry on upwards.  Eventually this 
comes to a gate leading to a field. Go through the gate with a hedgerow on the left 
and continue uphill to reach another gate which brings you to an open area of 
‘common land’.  From here, where there is a convenient seat to rest weary limbs, 
there are extensive views to enjoy. Descend Laithbutt’s Lane which eventually 
leads into a quiet cul-de-sac and at the T junction turn right into Main Road Nether 
Kellet and descend directly back to the start. 
 
This walk has the benefit of sampling the delights of the Eagle’s Head and 
refreshments are also available at the village shop in Over Kellet. There is also a 
bus service, if needed, between the two villages. 
 

Michael Watson ~ January 2019 
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Private	Clinic	in	Carnforth	
	

Mb:	07725300290	
Hm:	01524	730179	

	
carol@carnforthchiropodist.co.uk	

	
www.carnforthchiropodist.co.uk	

	
	

	
	
	
	

Carol	M	Sedgwick	
BSc	(Hons),	HCPC,	SCP	

	
	

Chiropody	/	Podiatry	Treatments	
	
Member	of	the	Health	&	Care	Profession	

Council	
	

‘Your	wellbeing	comes	first’	
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IS NETHER KELLET (AS A VILLAGE) DYING? 
 
My wife Florence was born in the village in 1930 and still lives here, although she 
did have a break when she lived away with me due to my work. At the time she 
was born, Nether Kellet was a small village, a community where everybody knew 
everyone else. 
 
Most of the men worked locally, on the farms or in the quarry (only one quarry in 
those days) or for the local council. Florence attended the local school which at 
that time was held in the Congregational School Room and left school aged 14.  
As was the norm at that time for young girls leaving school, she went to work at 
Morphy’s Mill at Carnforth, sewing dresses and other garments for firms such as 
M&S before the trade went to China. 
 
When she was born there was a village shop and post office and a fully 
functioning public house. In the 1940s and 50s there was a village concert party, a 
drama group which put on yearly shows and even a ladies’ football team. 
 
After the war, the village began to expand, with the first houses built in 1946 being 
the council houses at Hornby Bank, followed by the private estate at Ash Meadow 
on what had been used as the school playing field. These were followed over the 
years by Church Hill, Meadow Croft, Grange View, Bridge Road and houses on 
Main Road, Halton Road, Shaw Lane, then Briar Lea Road and most recently, 
Springfield Gardens. 
 
Over the years, there have been many activities and groups that were formerly 
held in the village but which have disappeared as the village has grown; these 
include Scouts and Cubs, annual flower shows, rounders competitions, pancake 
races on Shrove Tuesday, Gardening Club, Over the Hill and WI walking clubs 
and Good Companions Club. There was also a painting club and camera club and 
no doubt I have missed listing others. There is still a bowling club and WI but both 
of these are seeking extra members to keep them running. The village hall 
committee is now trying to encourage 8 to 15 year olds to use the hall for an 
activity of their choice and has asked for suggestions; it will be interesting to see if 
there is any response. 
 
Perhaps the saddest thing of all is the village shop. This did get run down 
somewhat and was for sale for a number of years. Then twenty or so months ago, 
along came Paul and Rachel Lancaster, who spent a lot of time and money on 
modernising and restocking the shop under the name of Londis, so that should 
you run out of an item you could get it there. However, they did not receive the 
support they needed from the inhabitants of this village and so the shop was put 
up for sale and has now closed. Its future is uncertain; even if is eventually sold, it 
may not reopen as a shop and we will become a village lacking in both activities 
and facilities. 
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I believe that as the village has grown, what was formerly a village with facilities 
and numerous activities is now dying due to a lack of interest in the activities and 
the failure to support its only shop; to me it is no longer a village but more of a 
dormitory, where people merely come to sleep and then leave again in the 
daytime. Many of its residents do not communicate with each other, so PLEASE 
WAKE UP and make it a village to be proud of. It is your village - keep it alive! 
 

Tom Holden 
 
 

Nether Kellet Bowling Club 
 
2018 proved to be a mixed year for the bowling club and it was disappointing that 
it was found necessary to discontinue the Wednesday evening sessions. 
However, the Friday morning sessions have continued and of late have been well 
supported.  This is mainly due to the presence of people from outside the parish, 
including persons from nearby holiday accommodation, although there is still a 
number of us who are residents of Nether Kellet. 
 
Depending upon availability of the village hall and commitment of attendance, it is 
to be hoped that the Wednesday evening sessions can be re-instated in the near 
future and sometime soon, some of the competitions that had been held regularly 
and continuously up until the end of 2017 can be resurrected. 
 
On the first Friday of January, nineteen members and partners enjoyed a convivial 
meal out at the Smithy Inn at Holme. This was enjoyed by all and proved to be a 
fitting start to the New Year and/or the end of the 2018-19 festive season.  
 
As always, new members would be made very welcome. There are always people 
on hand to give guidance. The annual membership remains at £5, each session 
(which lasts for two hours) costs £2 and includes coffee or tea and biscuits. 
 

Michael Watson ~ Chairman  
 
	

B4RN IN NETHER KELLET 
Broadband for the Rural North 

 
Progress 
The cabinet has been installed at the village hall and B4RN have blown the fibres 
that will connect to the main network via Halton. These fibres still need splicing 
(jointing) in the chambers along the route. When the internal components are 
fitted, our cabinet can then go live.  
 
The village hall and several households are ready to be connected, i.e. they each 
have a duct laid to an FTU (fibre termination unit) inside the property. 
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B4RN’s contractor (Safe Place) has completed the road crossings on Main Road 
(St Mark’s Church) and Back Lane. 
 
We still need the duct laying in front of High Roads Quarry before we can 
complete the second link via Over Kellet. However, this does not prevent 
properties connecting to the network via Halton, including those on the north side 
of the village. 
 
Detailed route planning is still in progress, but we would still like more people 
involved.  
 
Helping to install B4RN 
This is a community project which relies on volunteers giving up their time to take 
part in working parties. The more volunteers we have, the quicker the project will 
be completed. There are plenty of opportunities to help – if you can’t dig or help 
with the planning, then making refreshments is just as important!  
In particular, we are still looking for – 
 

• Route planners To agree cable routes and issue wayleave arrangements 
for groups of properties, which could be just a few houses 

 
People from villages that are already connected to B4RN regard the community 
involvement as a major benefit of this project. 
 
Contact Details 
For general information and investment forms see the main B4RN website 
www.b4rn.org.uk. Office address: Station Yard, Melling, Carnforth, LA6 2QY. 
Telephone:   01524 555887  Email: info@b4rn.org.uk  
 
‘Help’ sessions are hosted there on Fridays, 2.00-4.00 and open to anyone with 
questions about anything to do with B4RN. 
For more information specific to Nether Kellet speak to John Bentham, Phil Storer 
or Jonathan Mace or go to https://www.facebook.com/groups/b4rn.netherkellet/ 
 
Also, we hold progress meetings at Nether Kellet Community Primary School at 
7.00pm on the second Wednesday of each month. 
Anyone who wishes to help or would like a connection should contact 
b4rn.netherkellet@gmail.com  
 

Ian Taylor 
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~	Lash	Lift				~	Lash	Tint				~	Brow	Shape	&	Tint				~	HD	Brows				~	Henna	Brows	

~	Hair	Removal	(Using	Warm/Hot	Wax	or	Threading)					

~	Eve	Taylor	Facials	tailored	to	your	skin	type				~	Microdermabrasion	

~	Gel	Nails	&	Toes				~	Nail	Enhancements	using	Gel	

~	Luxury	Manicure	&	Pedicure	which	includes	a	Paraffin	Wax	Treatment	(Extremely	
beneficial	for	clients	with	arthritis	&	osteoarthritis,	among	others)						

~	Gift	Vouchers	Available	

Based	In	Nether	Kellet	

Fully	Qualified	&	Insured	

Tel:	07762922067	
www.facebook.com/michellelouisebeautyJKC	
www.instagram.com/michellelouisebeautyJKC	

michellelouisebeauty@gmail.com	
11	Briar	Lea	Road,	Nether	Kellet,	Carnforth,	LA6	1HQ	
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Kellets Twinning Association 
 

We are currently busy planning for the next visit from our friends in Bussières 
which will take place from 13 until 18 April. A party of 24 will brave the prospect of 
crossing the channel a mere two weeks after Brexit; let us see if any of the 
travel/border delay predictions turn out to be well founded…  
 
What is certain is that for our part we will be as welcoming as ever and will do our 
very best to ensure that they enjoy their stay here and return to France looking 
forward to their next visit. To that end, hosts have been arranged and it is now a 
case of devising a programme of excursions and activities etc. in order to keep 
our visitors entertained. 
 
In recent months we have held two well attended quiz nights (the latest one being 
last month) and on both occasions a supper was provided and drinks were 
available. Anyone is welcome at our events - they are not limited to those who are 
or have in the past been involved in twinning, so do look out for publicity about 
future events.  

Chris Holdsworth 
 

NETHER KELLET WI 
 
A large group of WI ladies visited the restaurant at Kendal College on December 
5th for a pre-Christmas meal. The food was delicious, the service excellent and the 
conversation flowed freely. A very good time was had by all and thanks to Sue 
Hodkinson for organizing it. 
 
Then on December 14th it was the WI Christmas party. This year a superb buffet 
supper was provided by The Kitchen @ Kellet. A happy time was spent eating, 
drinking and chatting and the evening was rounded off by a selection of very 
amusing games. Jane Storer was presented with the rose bowl for achieving the 
most points in the monthly competitions. 
 
At the meeting on January 11th, Joyce Mace gave an excellent talk on her year as 
Lady Mayoress. It had been a very special and enjoyable time and this was clear 
from the enthusiasm with which she described the events of the year. She also 
had a lot of good photos of the events which she and Roger had attended. There 
was a good attendance at the meeting and everyone thoroughly enjoyed her talk. 
There was a fine collection of hats for the competition and although most hats 
were of the wedding variety, the winning hat was a stetson brought by Jane 
Storer, with Jean Crabtree second. 

Judith Bentham 
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We are a growing independent veterinary practice, with tailored health care for 
your pet.  This is delivered by our passionate and knowledgeable team in a 
versatile, supportive and welcoming environment where everyone is valued.  
We look after your pet throughout their life from everyday health advice to 
emergency help and expert referral care. 
 

Lancaster  01524 32696  Morecambe 01524 410867 
 

Milnthorpe  015395 62770  Caton   01524 770615 
 

24 hours emergency service 
 

info@bayvets.co.uk  www.bayvets.co.uk 

 

Field Available 

for Dog Exercise 
 

Centre of Nether Kellet 

 

For more details please contact  

07952 327565. 
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Speed Watch Update 
The Nether Kellet volunteers have been trained in the use of the 
speed detection equipment in various locations. 

Potential volunteers from other local villages attended an 
introductory meeting at Morecambe police station, where it was 
emphasised that the aim is to educate drivers in speed 

awareness - not to enforce. If they were to all express a wish to take part then this 
would increase our numbers by nine. 

Any more volunteers would be welcome. 

Steve Marsden	
 
Break-ins 
It has also come to our attention that there have been a number of break-ins in 
local villages where access has been gained by an unlocked door when 
householders have been upstairs, in the garden etc. 
 
Please be aware and lock your doors particularly during the day.  (Ed) 
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Kindertransport Reception at St James’s Palace 20th Nov 2018 
 

In early May 1939 I arrived in England, the youngest child on the first 
Kindertransport from Danzig (now Dansk), bringing Jewish children to safety from 
what would come to be known as the Holocaust.  I was fostered by a family who 
lived in Preston.  You may remember reading a bit about my life story in ‘Round & 
About’ a year or two back. 
 
It is now eighty years since the start of the Kindertransport rescue operations and 
as part of the commemorative events to mark this anniversary, a number of the 
‘kinder’ were invited to meet HRH Prince Charles at a reception at St James’s 
Palace in London.  I was one of those invited.   
 
On 20th November, we gathered in the palace and were seated at tables in the 
room where the reception was to be held. We met briefly with Prince Charles and 
were served tea, coffee, sandwiches and desserts by a group of well turned-out 
young women.  They and members of the Association of Jewish Refugees who 
were present made us feel very welcome and it was good to meet with other first 
generation ‘kinder’.  We are a dwindling group - all now in our 80s and 90s - and 
this was certainly a ‘once in a lifetime’ experience for yours truly. 
 
Fred Paul Loewenthall (known to you as Fred Taylor) of Ashmeadow Road 
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KINDERTRANSPORT MEMORIAL SCULPTURE LIVERPOOL ST STATION 
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Winter Light on a Lake District Tarn. 

Can you name the Tarn? 
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Nether Kellet bus services –  

Note the barely advertised 490 “night bus” operated by Kirkby Lonsdale 
Coaches – one service, one direction only 

TO Lancaster 
       

 
55 SX 07:13 07:28 

     

 
49 

 
08:02 09:42 10:42 11:42 12:42 13:42 14:42 

 
49 SO & Ns 15:42 

      

 
55 sd 16:11 

      

 
55 SX 16:56 17:56 

     

 
490 

 
20:42       

TO Carnforth 
       

 
55 SX 07:13 07:28 

     

 
49 

 
09:57 10:57 11:57 12:57 13:57 14:57 

 
 

49 SO & Ns 15:57 
      

 
55 sd 16:11 

      

 
55 SX 16:56 17:56 

     

 

49 SO 17:57 
      FROM Lancaster 

       

 
49 

 
09:30 10:30 11:30 12:30 13:30 14:30 

 
 

55 sd 15:25 
      

 
49 SO & Ns 15:30  

     

 
55 SX 16:10 17:10 

     

 
49 SO  17:30 

      
FROM Carnforth 

       

 
49 

 
09:28 10:28 11:28 12:28 13:28 14:28 

 
 

49 SO & Ns 15:28 
      

 
55 sd 15:59 

      

 
55 SX 16:44 17:44 

     

 
490 

 
20:28 

       

SO Saturdays only Ns School holidays only 
SX Monday - Friday only sd School days only 

 
There are no services on Sundays or Public Holidays 
Service 49 runs through the village (Main Road) in both directions. 
Service 55 only stops at the top of the village (near Laithbutts Lane) heading 
for Over Kellet. 
Service 55 does not run to the Kellets on Saturdays.  
Service 490 runs through the village (Main Road) towards Lancaster. 
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What's on in Nether Kellet? 

 
TBA March Village Hall AGM N.K. Village Hall 

2nd Wed Each Month 

7.00pm 

B4RN progress meeting – 
all welcome 

NK Primay School 

13-18 April Visit from our twinned 
village, Bussières 

Keep an eye open 
for events!! 

 
 
Twinning programme 
 
Monday April 15th: Honister Slate Mine and Keswick 
 
Tuesday April 16th: Guided Lake district mountain walk 
    or tour of Lancaster Castle 
    Evening Ceilidh, Over Kellet village hall 
 
Wednesday April 17th: Barrow with possibility of Conishead Priory and Dock 

Museum 
 
All are very welcome to join in any of these events. 
 
Please contact Olivia Budd (07790 034143) or Liz Brummitt (01524 735013) as 
soon as possible if you are interested in joining us. 
 
 
 
 
 

Welcome 

To 

Paul and Katie Flanagan, Jamie ,  Bethany and Rosie, 

Briar Lea Road. 

 
 
 



VILLAGE HALL ACTIVITIES 
 
 
 
Bowling   
           Fridays:    10.00 - 12.00 noon 
   Michael Watson:   12 Ashmeadow Road   734624 
 
  
Rainbows  Thursdays    5.30 - 6.45 pm 
& Brownies Mrs T Stott:  17 Bridge Road     733545 
 
Guides  Thursdays:    7.00 pm – 8.30pm 
   Mrs T Stott:  17 Bridge Road     733545 
 
WI   2nd Friday in the month: 7.30 pm 
   Mrs B Bellis: Halton Road     733445 
 
Quilting  Last Saturday in the month 10.30am - 4.00 pm 
Club   Mrs V Atkinson: 19 Shaw Lane    733539 
 
Bacon Butty 11 am - 1 pm  
Brunch  Usually the last Sunday of the month 

Mrs Maria Steele:      720970 
  
 

 
 
Booking Clerk Ms Jane Wren:  61 Main Road   07723 303153 
 

 
 
 
 

 
  

1

If you are a local business and would like to advertise your company in this magazine,  
please contact Sue Hodkinson Tel 734820 or email sue@ogglet.force9.co.uk 
 
Prices are as follows-: full page advertisement £8.00 per edition 
    half page advertisement £4.00 per edition 
    quarter page advertisement £2.00 per edition 

2



 
VILLAGE ACTIVITIES ELSEWHERE 

 
Congregational Morning Service 10.45 am 
Church:  Evening Service 6.30 pm 
   Sunday School in Church Hall approx. 11.15 am 
 
Coffee Morning: 2nd and 4th Friday in the month 
   10.00 - 12.00 noon in the Congregational Schoolroom 
      Jean Towers     812103 
      Muriel Ward     737895 
 
St. Mark’s  Services every Sunday at 9.00 a.m; 
Church:  Family Service each fourth Sunday in the month. 

Vicar - Revd. Nancy Goodrich, The Vicarage, 
Main Road, Bolton-le-Sands.      823106 

 
Mobile Library: Every third Thursday: 
   Hornby Bank  11.05 - 11.15 am  approx. 
   Meadowcroft  11.20 - 11.40 am    “ 
   Village Hall  11.45 - 11.55 am     “ 
   Laithbutts Lane  12.00 - 12.20 pm    “ 
 
Police:  Police Station, Lancaster      63333 
   PCSO Paul Shepherd  

(Paul.shepherd@lancashire.pnn.police.uk)   63333 
 
Neighbourhood  
Watch  Steve Marsden 
Co-ordinator: 19 Bridge Road       730024 
 
 
Twinning  Secretary - Christine Holdsworth     736179 
Association:  Chairman - Margaret James-Barber    735470 
 
Nether Kellet Head Teacher - Mrs N Brough     733778 
Community  
Primary School  
 
City Councillor  Roger Mace Downderry, Halton Rd., Nether Kellet, LA6 1EU 733801 
for Kellet Ward  (jrogermace@gmail.com & www.maceonline.co.uk)  
 
County Councillor Phillippa Williamson       221788 

(phillippa.williamson@lancashire.gov.uk) 
 
Chairman Parish David Whitaker       732810 
Council 
 
Parish Clerk  Bob Bailey 28 Wilson Grove, Heysham LA3 2PQ  07828 54149 

(netherkelletpc@gmail.com) 
 
 


